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Abstract 
Let n4(k,d) be the smallest integer n, such that a quaternary linear [n,k,d]-code exists. The 
bounds n4(5, 21 ) ~< 32, n4(5, 30) = 43, n4(5, 32) = 46, n4(5, 36) = 51, n4(5, 40) ~< 57, n4(5, 48 ) ~ 67, 
/'/4(5, 64) = 88, n4(5, 68)~<94, n4(5, 70)~<97, n4(5, 92)~< 126, n4(5, 98)~<135, n4(5, 122) = 165, 
n4(5,132)~< 179,n4(5,136)~< 184,n4(5, 140)= 189, n4(5, 156)~<211, n4(5,162) =219, n4(5, 164) 
~<222, n4(5, 166)~<225, n4(5, 173)~<234, n4(5, 194) = 261, n4(5, 204) = 273, n4(5,208) = 
279, n4(5,212)= 284, n4(5,214)= 287,n4(5,216)= 290 and n4(5,220)= 295 are proved. A 
[q4 +q2 }_ 1 ,5 ,q4-  q3+ q2_  q]-eode over GF(q) exists for every q. 
I. Introduction and preliminary results 
Let GF(q) denote the Galois field of q elements. A quaternary linear code of length 
n, dimension k, and minimum Hamming distance d is called an [n, k, d]-code. Let 
nq(k,d) denote the minimum n for which an [n,k,d] q-ary code exists. The Griesmer 
bound is an important lower bound on nq(k,d) [8,19,20]: 
k--1 
nq(k,d)>-gq(k,d) = ~ Id/qiT, 
i o 
where Ix] denotes the smallest integer not less than x. The problem of finding n4(k,d) 
has been solved for k~<4 for all d [7, 14, 17]. There are several results for k -- 5, e.g., 
Brouwer and Eupen [3], Gulliver and Bhargava [9, 10], Daskalov [5], Daskalov and 
Metodieva [6], Hamada [11], Hamada, Helleseth and Ytrehus [12], and Kschischang 
and Pasupathy [16]. 
The following two theorems are a summary of the theoretical results that were 
used. 
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Theorem 1 (Hill [13]). For given q ,k  and d, write 
P 
d = s. qk -  1 _ ~ qU,- 1 
i=1 
where s - -  [d /qk-1] ,k  > Ul >~u2>~ . . . />Up/>l ,  and at most  q -  1 ui's take the any 
given value. Then there exists a [gq(k,d) ,k,d]-code if'. 
min(s+l,p) 
ui <~s .k  
i=1 
Theorem2 (Boukliev et al. [2], I-Iamada [11]). n4(5,29)/>42, n4(5,30)/>43, 
n4(5,32) >~46, n4(5,35) >~ 50, n4(5,36) ~> 51, n4(5, 64)/> 88, n4(5, 121)/> 164, 
n4(5, 122)/> 165, n4(5,140)/> 189, n4(5, 161)/>218, n4(5, 162)/>219, n4(5,208)/>279, 
n4(5, 216)/> 290, and n4(5,220) i> 295. 
For k = 5 Theorem 1 implies that n4(5,d) -- 04(5,d) for 189~<d~<192 or 225~< 
d~<256 or d>~369. In Sections 2 and 3 we consider the function n4(5,d) for d~<225 
and prove 27 new results. 
2. New upper bounds on n4(5, d) derived from quasi-cyclic codes 
A code is said to be quasi-cyclic(QC) if a cyclic shift of  any codeword by p 
positions is still a codeword. Thus, a cyclic code is a QC code with p = 1. The block 
length n of a QC code is a multiple of p, i.e., n = mp.  A subset of QC codes can be 
constructed from m × m circulant matrices. Let 
G = [Co, C1 . . . . .  Cp-1], (1) 
where Ci are circulant matrices of order m, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  p - 1. A circulant matrix C of 
order m is defined to be a matrix of the form 
ao al  . .  • am- I  
C = a,n-1 ao . . .  am-2 , (2) 
a l  a2 , . .  a 0 
The algebra of circulant m x m matrices over GF(q)  is isomorphic to the algebra of 
polynomials in the ring GF(q)[x] / (x  m - 1 ), if C is mapped onto the polynomial, e(x)  = 
a0 +a lx+. . .  +a, ,_  i x " -  1. Let co(x), el (x)  . . . . .  Cp_ 1 (x)  be the polynomials corresponding 
to circulant m x m matrices Co, CI . . . . .  Cp-1. Seguin and Drolet [18] defined 1-generator 
quasi-cyclic codes. The order of a 1-generator QC code V, is defined as 
h(x) = (x m - 1 )/gcd(x m - 1, co (x), el (x)  . . . . .  ep_ 1 (x))  (3) 
and the dimension k of V is equal to the degree of h(x). I f  h(x) has degree m, the 
dimension of V is k = m, and (1) is a generator matrix for V. I f  k < m, a generator 
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matrix for V can be constructed by deleting m-  k rows of (1). Therefore, a 1-generator 
QC code is a [pro, k] code, with the following form of the generator matrix: 
G = 
¢o~x~ cl~x) ... ¢p-l~x) ] 
xco(x) XCl(X) ... xcp_l(x) I 
X2Co(X) X2CI(X) ... X2Cp-l(X) ~" 
I 
xk-lco(X ) xk- lc l (X ) ... xk- lCp_l (X) J  
(4) 
Two polynomials, cj(x) and Ci(X), belong to the same cyclic class if 
cy(x ) = ~xl ci(x )mod (X m -- l ), 
for some integer I > 0 and o~CGF(q)\{0}. Two circulant matrices, G and Cj, are 
called cyclic conjugates if el(X) and cj(x) belong to the same cyclic class. 
Good quasi-cyclic odes are obtained if there are no cyclic conjugates in the gen- 
erator matrix. The following results were obtained by non-exhaustive computer search 
(see [9]). 
Theorem 3. n4(5,98)~< 135 and n4(5,166)4225. 
Proof. The [135,5,98] and [225,5,166] codes were constructed as quasi-cyclic odes 
with a rate 1/p. These codes have a weight distribution and defining polynomials as 
follows: 
[135 ,5 ,98] -  Ao=l, A98=375, Aloo=258, A1o2=120, Alo4=90, Alo6=60, Alo8=60, 
Allo=30, All2-----15, A114=15; 
00021,00202,00201,02023, 
02323,02332,02331,02312, 
[225,5,166] - -  Ao=l 
A18o=18, A184~15; 
00002,00022,00021,00202, 
02012,02222,02223,02221, 
02311,02122,02123,02121, 
020 2,02033,02031,02012,02011,02223,02221,02233,02231,02211,02322, 
02313,02311,02122,02132,02133,02112,22221,23231; 
, A166=390, A168=300, .4t7o=135, A172=90, A174=30, A178=45, 
02 2,00223,00221,00232,00233,00212,00213,00211,02023,02021,02032, 
0 32,02233,02231,02212,02213,02322,02321,02332,02333,02312,02313, 
02133,02131,02112,02111,22223,22221,22323,22313,22123,22121,22131. 
Theorem 4. n4(5,164)~<222 and n4(5, 173)~<234. 
Proof. The [222,5,164] and [234,5,173] codes were constructed as quasi-cyclic odes 
with a rate (m-1 )/pm. These codes have a weight distribution and defining polynomials 
as follows: 
[222,5, 164] -Ao=l ,  Ax64=522, A168=423, A172=9, A176=54, A18o=9, A192=6; 
110000, 00101, 001111,001032, 001023, 001331, 001302, 001221,001212, 001203, 011022, 011132, 011123, 
011231,011202, 11213, 011321, 011312, 011303, 010122, 010133, 013211, 013222, 013233, 013323, 013112, 
012311, 012333, 012232, 012131,012113, 11122, 111133, 111313, 111212, 112332, 132123; 
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[234,5, 173] - Ao=I ,  A173=306, A174=228, AI75=144, A176=81, A177=96, A178=81, 
Alsoz27, A186=9, A189=30, A190=18, A204=3; 
••••32•••••23••••••••••••22••••33•••••2••••••••••••••32•••••23••••23•••••2•2••••32•••••3•3• 
••••22•••••33••••3•3••••2•2` ••32•••••3222•••3233•••3332•••3323•••3••2•••23•l•••2322•••2333• 
••2232•••2•3••••2••3•••••22•••••33••••3•3••••2•2•••2332•••2323•••2•l2•••3232•••3••3••32•23. 
3. Other upper bounds 
The results below were obtained by combinatorial techniques (see [1]). 
Theorem 5. n4(5,30) = 43, n4(5,32) = 46, n4(5,36) = 51, n4(5,64) = 88, n4(5, 122) = 
165, n4(5,140)=189, and n4(5, 162)=219. 
Proof. There exist codes with parameters [43,5,30], [46,5,32], [51,5,36], [88,5,64], 
[165,5,122], [189,5,140] and [219,5,162] codes. 
The weight distributions are: 
[43,5,30] - -  Ao = 1, A3o = 336, A31 = 192, A32 = 159, A33 = 96, A34 = 72, A35 = 48, 
A38 = 72, A39 = 48; 
[46,5,32] - -  Ao = 1, A3z = 171, A33 = 408, A34 = 108, A35 = 48, A36 = 96, A37 = 48, 
A38 = 24, A4o = 36, A41 = 72, A42 = 12; 
[51,5,36] - -  Ao = 1, A36 = 573, A4o ~- 315, A44 = 135; 
[88,5,64] - -  Ao = 1, A64 = 687, A68 = 192, A72 = 120, A8o = 24; 
[165,5, 122] - -  Ao = 1, A122 = 606, A124 = 330,/1128 = 15, ..'t138 = 66, .-414o = 6; 
[189,5,140] - -  Ao = 1, A14o = 759, A144 = 195, Al56 = 57, A16o = 12. 
[219,5,162] - -  Ao = 1, A16z = 279, A163 = 162, A164 = 276, A165 = 168, A168 = 27, 
AlTO = 54, A171 = 54, A218 = 3. 
Corol lary 5.1. n4(5,29) = 42, n4(5 ,35)= 50, n4(5 ,121)= 164, and n4(5, 161) - -218.  
Theorem 6. n4(5,21)~<32, n4(5,40)~<57, n4(5,48)~<67, n4(5,68)~<94, n4(5,70)~<97, 
n4(5, 92)~< 126, n4(5, 132)~< 179, n4(5, 136)~< 184 and n4(5, 156)~<211. 
Proof. There exist codes with parameters [32,5,21], [57,5,40], [67,5,48], [94,5,68], 
[97,5,70], [126,5,92],[179,5, 132], [184,5,136] and [211,5, 156]. 
The weight distributions are: 
[32,5,21] - -  A0 =- 1, A21 = 147, A22 --- 171, A23 - 162, A24 = 162, A25 = 126, 
A26 = 96, A27 = 63, A28 = 51, A29 = 21, A3o = 15, A31 = 9; 
[57,5,40] - -  Ao = 1, A4o = 423, A42 = 162, A44 = 216, A46 ~- 90, A48 = 96, Aso = 36; 
[67,5,48] - -  Ao = 1, A48 = 603, Asz = 282, .456 = 108, A6o = 30; 
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[94,5,68] - -  Ao = 1, A68 = 465, A7o = 246, A72 = 159, A76 = 99, A78 = 30, A84 = 12, 
A86 = 12; 
[97, 5, 70] - -  A0 = 1, A7o = 366, A72 = 360, A74 = 108, A76 = 36, A78 = 102, As0 = 27, 
A88 = 24; 
[126,5,92] - -  Ao = 1, A92 = 549, A94 = 216, A96 = 15, AlO 0 = 168, Alo2 = 72, 
A124 = 3; 
[179,5,132] - -  Ao = 1, A132 = 471, A134 = 348, A136 = 132, A144 = 3, A148 = 33, 
A15o = 36; 
[184,5, 136] - -  Ao = 1, A136 = 699, A14o = 252, A144 = 3, A152 = 57, A156 = 12; 
[211,5,156] - -  Ao=I,  A156=597, A16o=321, A164=54, A168=39, A172~---6, A18o=3, 
A192=3. 
The Appendix contains a description of the corresponding generator matrices. 
The next results are based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 (Hill and Newton [15]). Suppose that Cl and C2 are [nl,k, dl]- and 
[n>k - 1,d2]-codes over GF(q), respectively, and suppose that CI contains a 
codeword x of weight at least dl +d2. Then there exists an [nl + n2,k, dl + d2]- 
code over GF(q). 
Theorem 7. A [q4 + q2 q_ 1, 5,q4 _ q3 + q2 _ q]-code over GF(q) exists for every q. 
Proof. It follows by [4] (Example SU1 and TF3, respectively) that there exist a two- 
weight [qa,5,q4 - q3]-code Cl and a [q2 + 1,4,q2 _ q]-code C2. The code C1 has a 
codeword with weight q4. By Lemma 1 we get the code which meets the Griesmer 
bound. 
Corollary 7,1. n4(5,204) = 273. 
Theorem 7. 94(5, 194) = n4(5, 194) = 261, n4(5,208) = 279, g4(5,212) = n4(5,212) = 
284, 94(5,214) = n4(5,214) = 287, n4(5,216) = 290 and n4(5,220) = 295. 
Proof. By [7] there exist codes with parameters [5,4,2], [23,4,16], [28,4,20], [31,4,22], 
[34,4,24] and [39,4,28], Applying Lemma 1, the required codes C may be constructed 
as follows: 
C1 C2 C 
[256,5,192] [5,4,2] [261,5,194] 
[256,5,192] [23,4,16] [279,5,208] 
[256,5,192] [28,4,20] [284,5,212] 
[256,5,192] [31,4,22] [287,5,214] 
[256,5,192] [34,4,24] [290,5,216] 
[256,5,192] [39,4,28] [295,5,220] 
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Appendix. Generator matrices of codes 
Let V(k, q) denote the vector space of  all ordered k-tuples over GF(q)  and let Sk, q 
be the set of all column vectors a = (al,a2 . . . . .  ak) t C V(k, q) such that either al - 1 
or al = a2 . . . . .  ai- i  = O, ai = 1 for some integer i in {2,3 . . . . .  k}, where k~>3. 
Let the vectors from Sk, q be arranged in lexicographic order. A generator matrix of 
a projective code is represented by a binary vector of  length (qk _ 1)/(q - 1) with 1 
indicating the presence, and 0 the absence of, a vector of  Sk, q. This binary vector is 
then broken into blocks of length 4, each of  which is represented by a hexadecimal 
symbol from {0, 1 . . . . .  9, a, b, c, d, e, f} .  I f  it is necessary the last block is beforehand 
completed by zeroes. 
Example. I f  q = 4 and k = 3 the set Sk, q looks like this: 
000001111111111111111 
Ol 1110000111122223333 
101230123012301230123 
Then the code [ 15,3,10;4] with generator matrix: 
000011111111111 
Ol 1100111222333 
101223012123013 
is represented in the following way: 
1 11 100011111001111101(2) = flf3e8(16). 
[32,5,21] 
c2000600801000804020141080000080400108000004021 oo 1 020441200000400000200000800000c00; 
[43, 5, 30] 
c4000402090800102081240001008a41000a400410004008020000128004200010c0002040900004090000; 
[46, 5, 32] 
c40204020908 oo 102081241001008241000a400410004108020000128004200010c0102040900004090000; 
[51, 5, 36] 
c418040800054800a 12004200810401020a01022080006040c006110200001 a04240110400400008011000; 
[57, 5, 40] 
c618040800054800b 12004240810401020a01022082006040c006110200021 a04 4 150400400008011000; 
[67, 5, 48] 
b0e0800134284040642005204 1008202000c8e 1004403200008c8408010109024430414140303202100200; 
[88, 5, 64] 
AAAA b024612088c . . . .  301 a 1861 a048831 O01224660034c 109811200ac0600880c0300c5004550461082301320; 
[94, 5, 68] 
bO24e 1208ac444412 lbO861a248831001224660034c 1 9011200adO6028cOcO304d5004550461002301320; 
[97, 5, 70] 
bO26e 12088c4445121 b0861 a248831 O01224660034c 109011200af06028c0c0304c500455446100a301320; 
[126,5,92] 
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00e 1489b381 cd046ad63601851999b 1326aeae 1 cd 19897406486014d0980034452e049c5c890036502c040; 
[163, 5,120] 
00034012921 ee0990369a041883ad8132072b83486t3bebbb9ffd I a 92e 15ba7da5f7e511 efaa9bbf03160; 
[174, 5, 127] 
52415032901 ee09903 e9a041883ad8132072b83486f3bebbb9ffd 1 ab92e 15ba7da5f7e591 efae9bbfa31 f0; 
[177, 5,129] 
04a3d373929ee0990369a841883ad8132072b83486 f3 ebbb9ffd 1 ab92e 15ba7da5f7c591 edae9b9fa31 dO; 
[182,5, 133] 
04e3 d373929ee0990369a841883ad8132072b83486f3bebbb9ffd 1 ab92e 15ba7da5f7e591 efae9bbfa31 f0; 
[211, 5,1561 
d3c6c5abed3de5fb7489e5166dbedd3 fdf3828dt22ddbb977ade3 f67b9edd I eb37ebf274ee 15cbe9a2fl e8; 
[219,5, 162] 
ebef5 f5b2 f53 ef4a6d5bedf6bd54bdb6b556bebdd6ddc6adf629f3eb5ba95bad4bef4f53a55ae65bee5be8; 
Let 
l l )  [00011"~ 
22 1111221 
G1 = 23 , G2 --  [ 11223 ] , G3 --  
32 133132 / 
31 \01231 /
0000011 ) 
1111122 
1111223 . 
2233132 
0301231 
We obtain generator matrices of non-projective [165,5,122], [179,5,132], [184,5,136], 
[ 189,5,140] codes concatenating thegenerator matrices of the [ 163,5,120], [ 174,5,127], 
[177,5,129], [182,5,133] codes, given above, and the matrices GI, G:, G3, G3, 
respectively. 
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